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combination (45). Abelson MuLV, like MSV, originated by recombination of Moloney MuLV with a mouse cell-derived transforming gene (46). Surprisingly, during the generation of Abelson MuLV and MSV, the Moloney MuLV genome appears to have undergone recombination at the same point with two different cell-derived genes (47). These findings suggest that "hot spots" for recombination exist within the retrovirus genome and have also played a crucial role in their evolution. Our sequence data here demonstrate that recombination between c-mos and helper viral sequences has occurred in the middle of two functional codons of the c-mos gene. Hence v-mos lacks regulatory signals for its transcription and translation. To render such an incomplete gene biologically active, the helper virus has provided this gene with transcriptional promoter and terminator signals as well as the initiating and terminating codons for translation. Recent findings have shown that molecularly cloned c-mos can be rendered biologically active as a transforming gene by the addition of the helper virus LTR (3). Detailed structural comparisons of v-mos and cmos, as well as analysis of c-mos flanking sequences, may provide insights as to how c-mos might be transcriptionally activated in naturally occurring tumors. E. PREMKUMAR REDDY MARY JANE SMITH STUART A. AARONSON Laboratory of Cellular and Molecular Biology, National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, Maryland 20205 References and Notes 1. A. E. Frankel and P. J. Fischinger, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 73, 3705 (1976). 2. S. R. Tronick, K. C. Robbins, E. Canaani, S. G. Devare, S. A. Aaronson, ibid. 76, 6314 (1979). 3. M. Oskarsson, W. L. McClements, D. G. Blair, J. V. Maizel, G. F. Vande Woude, Science 207, 1222 (1980). 4. P. Andersson, M. P. Goldfarb, R. A. Weinberg, Cell 16, 63 (1979). 5. E. Canaani, K. C. Robbins, S. A. Aaronson, Nature (London) 282, 378 (1979). 6. J. M. Coffin et al., J. Virol., in press. 7. A. M. Maxam and W. Gilbert, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 74, 560 (1977). 8. A. J. Bukhari, J. A. Shapiro, S. L. Adhya, Eds., DNA Insertion Elements, Plasmids and Episomes (Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, Cold
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An Efference Copy Which is Modified by Reafferent Input Abstract. In electricfish of the mormyridfamily, an efference copy is present in the brain region that receives afferent input from ampullary electroreceptors. The efference copy is elicited by the motor command tofire the electric organ. Its effect is always opposite that of ampullary afferents responding to the electric organ discharge, and it changes to match variations in this afferent input. It probably reduces the central effects of activity in ampullary receptors evoked by the electric organ discharge. The motor behavior of an animal will motor act are complex and of long duranormally elicit activity in its own recep- tion. Von Holst and Mittelstaedt (1) and tors and sensory afferents. This self- Sperry (2) argued that the inhibition of induced sensory input was termed reaf- the reafference during voluntary moveference by von Holst and Mittelstaedt ment could not explain their results. (1). An animal must always distinguish They inferred instead that a kind of negabetween such reafferent input and senso- tive image of the expected reafference is ry input from external sources. Behav- conveyed to the sensory centers. Such ioral experiments of von Holst and Mit- an image could be excitatory, inhibitory, telstaedt (1) and Sperry (2) suggested or both. When summed with the actual that the problem is solved by signals sensory input, the result is a nulling or from motor centers to sensory receiving reduction of the effect of the reafference. areas; these signals prepare such areas This report describes an efference copy for the expected reafference. Such sig- of the latter type in electric fish. nals were termed "efference copies" by There are three distinct types of elecvon Holst and Mittelstaedt and "corol- troreceptors in mormyrids: mormyrolary discharges" by Sperry. Effects of masts, knollenorgans, and ampullary remotor commands on sensory centers ceptors (7). All three types respond, with have since been seen physiologically in a different time courses, to the electric variety of preparations (3-6). organ discharge (EOD). However, only In many sensory-motor systems, reaf- the responses of mormyromasts seem to ferent input must be nullified to prevent be involved in measuring object-induced inappropriate reflexes or interference distortions in the electric field created by with detection of external sources of the EOD, that is, in active electrolocastimulation. In the lateral line system of tion (7-9). Knollenorgans probably assist fish and amphibia (4), the crayfish es- in detecting the EOD's of other fish, that cape response (3), or the knollenorgan is, in communication. Ampullary recepelectroreceptor afferents in mormyrids tors in mormyrids, like similar receptors (5), the motor command briefly inhibits in catfish or sharks, measure the lowthe expected reafference. Such a simple frequency external electric fields generinhibition does not seem functionally ated by other aquatic animals (10). Afferuseful, however, when the effects of the ents from the three types of electrore-
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ceptors terminate centrally in different parts of the posterior lateral line lobe (PLLL), a large medullary roof structure. Curare blocks the synapse between motoneurons and the electric organ, but a synchronized volley in these motoneurons, which would normally elicit an EOD, can still be recorded from the surface of the tail. This volley, or command signal, is the final stage of the motor command which evokes the EOD. It can be used to trigger electrical pulses in the water, mimicking some aspects of the EOD. The waveform of such pulses, as well as their delay with respect to the command signal, can be varied. Using this method, Zipser and Bennett (5) showed that the EOD motor command affects both mormyromast and knollenorgan receiving cells in PLLL at the time when EOD-evoked activity in the primary afferents would normally arrive at these cells. Most mormyromast responses are facilitated, whereas knollenorgan ones are inhibited. Such effects are functionally appropriate since mormyromast responses evoked by the fish's own EOD inform it about external conductances, whereas self-induced knollenorgan responses convey little information and could disrupt the detection of the EOD's of other fish. Responses of ampullary afferents to the EOD also seem to convey little information (9) and could interfere with sensing the external signals to which ampullary receptors are particularly sensitive. In this report I show that the motor command in the ampullary receiving area reduces the effect of EOD responses by generating an efference copy, which is opposite in sign to the primary afferent response to the EOD. Furthermore, this efference copy changes to match variations in the afferent input evoked at the time of the EOD. Fifteen fish of the mormyrid species Gnathonemus petersii were studied. Fish were anesthetized [Triaine (MS222), 1:20,000] and held against a wax block with the dorsal surface of the head above the water. The brain was exposed posteriorly and the valvula cerebelli reflected forward. Curare (0.1 mg) was then injected intramuscularly. The fish was respired with a constant flow of fresh, aerated water to remove the anesthetic. The command signal was recorded with a wire placed over the electric organ (Fig. 1). Cells were recorded extracellularly in the ventral lateral zone of the PLLL, where ampullary afferents project (11), with metal-filled platinum blacked glass electrodes. Whole-body stimulation was delivered between a sil.ver wire along the wall of the chamber 23 OCTOBER 1981
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Fig. 1. (A) Experimental arraLngement. (B) Recording of a single unit in tthe ampullary receiving area of PLLL discharg stimulus to the command signal and a pa Vertical scale bar, 300 FV for the top trace and 150 tLV for the middle trac:e. Horizontal scale bar, 40 msec.
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and a silver ball placed in the stomach by means of a wire through the mouth. Long duration (200 to 400 m sec) outside positive or outside negative stimuli were used to identify ampullary cells and to determine which polarit)y activated them. Brief pulses (0.5 to 2 ffnsec) of both polarities were used to mimlic the effect of the EOD. Such pulses vvere usually given at the time when the EOD would have occurred in the absen(ce of curare (1.5 msec after the comrriand signal) (Fig. 1). Controls were ahso run with pulses at delays of 60 msec to 1 second by means of a digital dela y line. The digital delay line made it possible to trigger a stimulus with everry command signal, even at delays muchilonger than the intercommand signal int( ervals. Stimuli were constant current pulses in the range of 1 to 10 ,uA. In some cases, local stimuli were delivered to the skin with a pair of chlorided silver balls 3 mm apart. Like primary ampullary aferents, the secondary ampullary cells are tonically active. Two types of cells are> seen, "outside positive" and "outsidle negative" (12). The discharge rate of c)utside positive cells is accelerated by st:imuli of long duration when the outside electrode is positive and slowed when the outside electrode is negative. This rresponse polarity is the same as that of primary afferents (10). Outside negaltive cells respond in a manner opposite that of outside positive cells and primary afferents. Like primary afferents, the central cells



of both types show OFF responses on the cessation of long duration stimuli. OFF responses are opposite to the effect during the stimulus. The effect of brief pulses (or of the EOD) on primary afferents or central cells combines the effect of the stimulus itself and the OFF response. Thus, an outside positive pulse causes an acceleration-deceleration sequence in primary afferents (9) and in outside positive cells, but a decelerationacceleration sequence in outside negative cells (Fig. 2B). 'In each case, an outside negative pulse has opposite effects (Fig. 2G). A previous study (9) showed that in most primary afferents the EOD had the same effect as an outside positive pulse-an accelerationdeceleration-but that in a few afferents it evoked an opposite response. The responses of most cells (31/36) to the command alone depended on the recent history of stimulation; that is, they showed plasticity. When no electrical stimulus had been given for 10 minutes or more, discharge rates were generally unaffected by the command alone (Fig. 2, A, F, and J). Immediately after 2 to 10 minutes of pairing a stimulus pulse with the command at a delay of 1.5 msec, however, there was a clear effect of the command on the cell (Fig. 2, D and I). This poststimulatory effect of command alone then declined over a period of 2 minutes or more in the continued absence of evoked afferent activity (Fig. 2, E and J). In every case, the poststimulatory influence of the command was similar in duration but opposite in effect to that of the stimulus. For example, if the stimulus evoked an acceleration-deceleration sequence, the command alone evoked a deceleration-acceleration sequence after cessation of the paired stimulus (Fig. 21). This was true for outside positive and outside negative cells and for both stimulus polarities. The same cell could show opposite responses to the command alone depending on the polarity of the stimulus pulse that had just been paired with the command (compare Fig. 2D and Fig. 2I). Of the 21 cells that showed plasticity and that were tested with both stimulus polarities, all but two showed plasticity in both directions. In most cells, the effect of command plus stimulus was greater initially than after a few minutes of pairing (compare Fig. 2B with Fig. 2C and Fig. 2G with Fig. 2H). This result could be expected since command alone had little effect initially but a clear effect, opposite that of the stimulus, after pairing. Indeed, this reduction of the effect of the stimulus, normally the EOD, on the secondary cells can be suggested as a func451
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